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A wide range of methods is available to numerically model space plasma processes. Dealing with scales compara-
ble to ion gyration radii (e.g. Mars, Titan or Mercury), a hybrid model is the most convenient choice. It treats the
electrons as a fluid, whereas a completely kinetic approach is retained to cover ion dynamics. From the numerical
point of view it can be categorized as a particle-mesh model. The ion representing particles interact with the
electron fluid defined on the numerical mesh, where the spatial mesh resolution governs the scale of resolvable
processes.

In order to highly resolve localized small scale plasma processes, block Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR)
is implemented. I.e. the computational domain is initially composed out of blocks that can be further refined into
8 sub blocks (in three dimensions). However, we relax the common rule that a block must be either completely
refined or not at all thereby achieving a higher flexibility and improved mesh adaptation to plasma features of
interest. This modification is referred to as hybrid-block-AMR.

The adaptive hybrid simulation code is used to model Titan’s and Mercury’s plasma environment. In par-
ticular we are interested in resolving magnetic fine structures which are not accessible to standard hybrid
simulation codes. For instance a double magnetopause signature has been observed during the first messenger
flyby at Mercury, however a trusted explanation is still missing. During the T-32 flyby of Titan fossilized magnetic
fields have been detected in the satellite’s ram side ionosphere. Analysing these structures requires a local
enhancement of mesh resolution which is why an adaptive hybrid model is the most convenient choice.


